My Collection favorites
Name

Living

Tommie Stefanutti

Qingdao, China

Place of birth

Collecting

1966 Ljungby, Sweden

Record fishing reels

On the whish list

Collecting since

Record 2000 with yellow
side plates

I have been collecting
ABU/Record reels since long
time back, but have first the
latest years been more serious
with my collecting, mainly
because my fishing
possibilities are quite limited.

My
Description
ranking
Record 300
1
3rd series with box in unusual good
condition.
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Record 2000
There was about 950 engraved
Record 2000 manufactured with
yellow and white side plates at the
same time (same as for 1900)
approximately until serial number
800. This means that less then 200
engraved with black side plates was
produced, After that the engraving is
gone.
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Record 1900 1st series white side
plates, engraved
The first model of 1900 has only
white side plates and the frame is
made of aluminum. It took ABU 1
month to realize that they need to
change the material.
A while later they wanted to
increase the ”customer value” of
1900 & 2000 and added yellow side
plates and those reels was sold
parallel with the white (about 500
reels totally) during 2-3 year. This
means that about
250 white was produced and 3-4 of
them are known today
RECORD 2100 First series in
wooden box
Everything is included, spare parts,
toll, manual, grease, leather bag and
the wooden box. This reel has never
been used has been kept in the
wooden box since it was sold and
given as a gift in 1945.

RECORD 1800 1st series
Produced between 1940-41.
Since Göte signed a contract with
WD (Wilhelm Denningdorf) there
were very few reels produced
without WD marking both on the
box and reel. The 1800 is most
difficult to find of the unmarked
reels.
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RECORD 1800 A in sea grass box
Record 1800 model A! In blue sea
grass box.
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Record 1600 HJAB
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RECORD 1560 in box
Record 1560! In original blue box
The reel and box are in unusual
good condition.
The paint on these reels is almost
always in poor condition!
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RECORD Standard black mint in
box
Shiny black finish mint in box
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3000 Flyer chromed side plates
mint
This reel was a Christmas gift to the
employees in the Record factory.
Only 20 produced and about 4 of
them is known today.

